General Outline of the Solution Approach
• Portfolio holdings Samuelson (1970) : to solve for portfolio holdings up to order N approximate the portfolio problem up to order N+2 • Once portfolio problem is solved the first-order behaviour of all other variables can be solved in the usual way -including the first-order behaviour of realised asset prices and returns
Example Model
• Preferences
• Preferences over home and foreign goods
• • Solution for zero-order portfolio -home households hold 80% of home equity and sell 20% to foreign households (and vice versa) -there is home equity bias
• The value of home capital income is negatively correlated with the value of foreign capital income -foreign equity is a good hedge for home capital income
• The value of home capital income is also negatively correlated with the value of home labour income -home equity is a good hedge for home labour income 
Summary
• Can solve for:
-zero-order and first-order dynamics of portfolio holdings -second and third-order components of expected excess returns -first-order behaviour of realised asset prices and returns
• Makes is possible to analyse capital flows, unexpected and expected valuation effects and portfolio rebalancing -all within standard DSGE models
• Example model is illustrated in terms of numerical solutions -but analytical solutions can be obtained for many models
